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What's your Strike Rate with approaching women?
April 11, 2017 | 1 upvotes | by bowie747

Day game, night game, tinder, whatever. How many times does an approach lead to sex or something else
worth your time?
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Comments

salezman12 • 2 points • 11 April, 2017 09:03 PM 

Here's a rough set of data:

Conventionally Attractive and Alpha: 60% Average looking but Alpha: 50% Conventionally Attractive but
somewhat beta: 40% Not very attractive but not fat, and alpha: 35% Not very attractive but not fat, and beta:
20% Unattractive, overweight, but alpha: 12(ish)% Unattractive, overweight, and beta: Even a blind squirrel
finds a nut now and again.

As with any data, you will find anomolies that will skew the set such as "extremely attractive" or "extremely
alpha". There are also different degrees and combinations and other variables such as environment, and outside
influences, but in general, this is a good ball park. No real way to answer your question any more precisely.

[deleted] • 2 points • 11 April, 2017 09:15 PM 

Considering I talk to basically every woman in my vicinity for the past 12 years.....I would imagine incredibly
low.

[deleted] • 2 points • 11 April, 2017 10:48 PM 

Maybe I've been lucky but I usually get their number and end up making out with them about 75% of the time
and hook up around 40%. This all takes place at bars or clubs and I'm very specific about who I go for. I don't
just approach any girl I'm attracted to; she needs to look like she's in a good mood, with a friend or a group of
friends, and she needs to be a little edgy with the occasional shit test at the start of our conversation because I
like girls with a personality. If she's got a really standoffish attitude and giving me constant shit tests I'll
generally bail after 5 or 10 minutes of talking to her.

On dates we end up making out almost 100% of the time but I have my dating game down to a T and honestly
it's very easy. If they're off Tinder I can almost guarantee we'll fuck that night.

Ganaria_Gente • 1 point • 11 April, 2017 11:58 PM 

Mate, I'd love it if you posted a thread on your most successful tactics. I'm sure we'd all benefit, certainly

[deleted] • 1 point • 12 April, 2017 12:05 AM 

I've thought about it but TRP isn't really about seduction and I don't want to come off like a know-it-all
because I'm sure there are other guys who are a lot more experienced than me. I'm not one to go out and
approach 5 chicks in a night and hope that one of them sleeps with me... I have 3 girls I can call for that
any time. At this point I really just go for 8's and 9's because I want a challenge, or I wingman for my
brother and generally don't give a fuck about hooking up with anyone at the club. I can do a quick write
up on what works for me though... I'll put it on the main page.
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